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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

After  conducting the research, the writer concluded the 

previous data which were gotten from the research it showed  that the 

error made by students PBI D IAIN SMH Banten were various.  

1. The writer found result of errors analysis on students’ 

writing biography, the studentsPBI D IAIN SMH Banten 

made mistake on their composition and grammatical. 

2. Especially for  misformationtype of error, more half the 

students made error in this type.The writer explains the 

result percentage errors from  biography writing systematic; 

the result percentages errors in types of error are; ommission 

are 8,3% , addition are 10,4%  misformation are 52%  and  

misordering are 29,19%.  

3. The highest error is in misformation, It was happen because 

their ignorance  about tenses in writing biography. 

4. The students should improve more about tenses,however it 

is need to be increasedif they want to attend from this type 

of error. 

 

B. Suggestions 

 After getting the data of students’ writing on  biography the 

writer gives some suggestions for the teacher and students bellow :  
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1. For The Students 

a. Students must be understand the grammatical rules  

b. Students should be master in vocabulay in order to improve 

writing ability 

c. To get better position in learning, students should pay attention 

in learning process and should  have good motivation in 

learning English, especialy in writing. 

2. For The Teacher 

a. Teacher should give their motivation before and after learning 

activities. 

b. Teacher should apply new and various teaching methods that 

can encourage their students in learning writing 

c. The teacher should explain the material cleary and guide the 

students in writing in order to help them in mastering grammar 

and language itself. 

d. The teacher suggested to assess the students’ composition and 

give teacher on their writing so what they can fix their error by 

them selves. 

 

 

 


